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Abstract
In this paper, an Image Dynamic Light Scattering

method (IDLS) for nanoparticle sizing is introduced. Here,
the spatial distribution of scattered light from
nanoparticles undergo Brownian motion was captured by
CCD camera. It took an acquisition time of milliseconds to
achieve a real-time sizing, much faster than conventional
DLS from tens of seconds to several minutes for
acquisition. The diameter was obtained via Stokes-Einstein
relation. Dilute dispersions of latex spheres were tested
and the results showed the feasibility of this real-time
Image DLS technique. The requirements in hardware and
algorithm by using Image DLS measurements were
discussed.

1 Introduction
Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS) technique based on

particles' Brownian motion is widely used in nanoparticle
sizing. During the development of DLS technique,
different researchers also used other academic terms like
Intensity Fluctuation Spectroscopy (IFS) [1], Quasi-Elastic
Light Scattering (QELS) [2], Photon Correlation
Spectroscopy (PCS) [3]. The terms used depend largely on
the background and philosophy of the practitioner. Now
PCS and DLS are widely accepted. It can be applied to
Chemistry, Biology and Physics etc [4]. The schematic
drawing of DLS apparatus is shown in Fig.1. A photon
multiplier tube (PMT) or avalanche photodiode is usually
employed to collect the signals of scattered light. Then the
time intensity autocorrelation function (ACF) is calculated
in digital correlators to extract the information of particles'
translational diffusion coefficient DT. For spherical
particles, the Stokes-Einstein relation relates DT to
particle's hydrodynamic diameter d :
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Where kb is Boltzmann's constant, T is the absolute
temperature and η is the dynamic viscosity of the
suspending medium. Thus, the particle diameter is
derived from Eq.1.

However, in order to get sufficient data for intensity
autocorrelation function, DLS measurements require an
acquisition time from tens of seconds to several minutes
[5,9], which is far way from real-time acquisition. On the
other hand, the Brownian motion is sensitive to the

viscosity of the suspending medium, which is related to its
temperature. Thus, a temperature-control unit is applied to
stabilize the sample temperature during the long
acquisition time. It is not optimized for real-time and in-
situ measurements of nanoparticles, especially in the fields
of nanofluids in microchannels, synthesis of nanoparticles,
and chemical reaction processes, etc. For those reasons, a
fast Image DLS (IDLS) method with compact and smart
packages is introduced in this work to explore the
possibility of real-time nanoparticle sizing.

all directions. DLS (shown in Fig.1) collects signals at one
spot (about one coherence area large restricted by a
pinhole) for a high coherence factor [6]. Thus, DLS requires
a long acquisition time to get sufficient data as mentioned.
Here in IDLS (Fig.2), a spatial distribution of scattered
light was captured (Fig.3). The speckle pattern of scattered
light was captured by CCD camera at scattering angle of
45°. Millions of pixels on imaging chip were equivalent to
large amounts of sensors collecting different coherence
areas simultaneously. Thus, it had large amounts of
information in one frame to carry out a statistic intensity
ACF result and was able to shorten the acquisition time to
milliseconds. It takes an acquisition time nearly a thousand
times shorter than conventional way. Then it is possible to
carry out a real-time nanoparticle sizing, especially real-
time acquisition. Firstly, real-time acquisition is of
fundamental importance for real-time monitoring. The
computing of intensity autocorrelation was executed in
software by a personal computer with an Intel Core i5
processor. Real-time computing can be achieved by using
digital correlator arrays or upgrading the hardware. In
such short acquisition time about milliseconds to sub-
second, it may also lessen the danger of appreciably
heating the sample or having local thermal convection
when using medium-powered laser to work with weakly
scattering systems (small particle). The requirements of
apparatus and data processing in IDLS measurement will
be discussed.

A schematic diagram of this IDLS apparatus is shown
in Fig.2. A diode laser of wavelength 532 nm was utilized
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2  Difference
In fact, nanoparticles scatter the incident laser beam in
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to illuminate the diluted suspension of monodisperse latex
spheres. The camera was placed at the scattering angle θ of
45°.

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of conventional DLS apparatus.
(1- Laser; 2-Lens; 3-Sample cell; 4-Temperature-control slot; 5-
Aperture; 6-Lens; 7-Pinhole; 8-Photon multiplier; 9-Digital
correlator + Computer)

Figure 2. Figure 2. Schematic diagram of IDLS apparatus. (1-
Laser; 2-Lens; 3-Sample cell; 4- camera; 5-Computer)

The intensity fluctuations due to particles' Brownian
motion (diffusion) are usually not readily to observed
because they take place on a rapid time scale (μs-ms) and
take place at a point [7]. The first part means a high speed
detection must be applied. Here a high-speed motion
camera (Redlake's MotionPro X3, 8-bit monochrome) was
applied for experimental research. Fame rates can be set
from 1000 fps at full resolution (1280×1024 pixels) to over
64,000 fps at reduced resolution. Solutions were found to
use a normal CCD camera in IDLS measurement instead of
an expensive high-speed motion camera. The second part
is related to the spatial coherence factor (β) of DLS
measurement. As noted by [6], the intensity of the whole
frame appears constant. In order to get a maximum signal-
to-noise ratio of the intensity fluctuation (a high coherence
factor), DLS keeps the detector aperture (pinhole) just
small enough to see one coherence area. In IDLS, the
smallest area for this approach could be set to one pixel
(12μm×12μm) in algorithm, much smaller than a typical
DLS detector aperture for consideration of coherence

factor. So, the whole frame was divided into small units of
pixel areas in algorithm before carrying on intensity ACF
calculations.

Figure 3. Frame of scattered light (352nm latex spheres)
captured by IDLS apparatus.

Figure 4. Grid dividing for frames captured

Firstly, a series of frames were captured at fixed frame
rate. Then each frame was first divided into m×n grids in
algorithm, forming m×n tunnels of autocorrelation
functions (illustrated in Fig.4). Each grid had an area that
was small enough to see only one coherence area to
achieve a high coherence factor. In the experiments, we
calculated 3000 correlation functions with a grid size of 4×4
pixels. And the coherence area can be calculated by follow
equation [8]:
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In our experiments, λ was 532 nm, R was 0.18 m, w was 1
mm. Thus, coherence area Acoh was equal to 11,676 μm2.
The area of one grid Ad was 2304 μm2 (4×4×12μm×12μm),
much smaller than Acoh. Theoretically, if Ad ≤Acoh, the
coherence factor β of the experiments can be equal to one
[3]. But due to the dark count of the camera, the gray valve
of the pictures were not purely caused by the signals
(scattered light). Thus the real coherence factor was
reduced. The coherence factor of our experiments were
around 0.8. It can be calculated from Eq.4. In another
words, if Ad» Acoh，β will decrease to zero; the signals will
be uncorrelated.

Totally, 3000 tunnels (3000 grids) of intensity signals
generated 3000 autocorrelation functions:
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Here i is the number of each tunnel. I(t) and I(t+τ) are the
intensities of scattered light at the moment of 't' and 't+τ'. A
normalized form was utilized to fit the autocorrelation
function of monodisperse nanoparticles, written as
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Where β denotes the coherence factor. To extract the
information of the reciprocal decay time Γ, using the
simplified form ( ) exp( 2 )G t t    .

In acquisition time less than one second, different
diameters (27nm/ 80nm/ 352nm) of standard polystyrene
latex spheres were tested. Catalog numbers are HMn-27,
HMn-80, GBW12010. The autocorrelation functions were
showed in Fig.5. And the results were shown in Table 1.

Figure 5. Autocorrelation functions for latex nanospheres of
different diameters in 75%(V) glycerol solution. (n=1.44, η
=0.02773 pa·s, T=298 K, Frame rate=1000 fps)

Table 1 Calculated diameter of different latex spheres

The results showed acceptable precision in verifying the
possibility of this IDLS method, realizing a real-time
acquisition. Glycerol solution of 75% volume concentration
was chosen to achieve a detecting speed of 1000 frames per
second, which was available to a normal CCD camera at
reduced resolution. Also, a sample of nano-silver was
tested and the result was compared with the analysis of
TEM result.

Figure 6. TEM photograph and diameter analysis of the nano-
silver sample.

The mean diameter value of 112 particles analyzed by
TEM photograph was 15.9 nm. And the mean measured
value given by IDLS measurement was 18 nm ± 2 nm.
Suspending medium was 75%(V) glycerol solution
(η=0.03162 pa·s, T=296 K, Frame rate=2000 fps). 1000 fps to
2000 fps is available for normal CCD cameras at reduced
resolution. The standard deviation of the mean measured
value could be slightly reduced by raising the frame rate.
And to extend the lower limit of the measurement, higher
frame rate is recommended. Further, a 16-bit camera can
improve the accuracy of the measurement. The average
diameter value was tested for monodisperse system in this
work to verify the feasibility of IDLS detecting. For
polydisperse system, There are many mathematic methods
[10] to perform the inverse Laplace transform like the
'CONTIN' program, which will not be discussed here.

The experimental results showed an acceptable
accuracy and the mean value was tested to verify the
feasibility of the IDLS method, which shortening the
acquisition time from conventional tens of seconds to
milliseconds. It will become feasible to achieve real-time
and in-situ nanoparticle monitoring in the fields of
chemical reaction process, nanoparticle generating, etc.
Furthermore, it gives out an impact and smart apparatus
with the fast developments of tiny CCD camera and its
performance, which will also indicate the future of real-
time nanoparticle monitoring.
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